Tumor antigen-specific induction of transcriptionally targeted retroviral vectors from chimeric immune receptor-modified T cells.
High-level systemic delivery of viral vectors to tumors has proved problematic as a result of immune neutralization, nonspecific adhesion, and clearance of circulating viral particles. Some cell types localize to tumors in response to particular biological properties associated with tumor growth. Their use to deliver viral vectors to tumors would allow precious viral stocks to be protected until they can be released at high local concentrations. Here, we describe a mechanism by which retroviral vector production by T cells can be regulated by a tumor-specific trigger through engagement of a chimeric immune receptor (CIR) with its target antigen. The virus that is released from the T cells can also be transcriptionally targeted. Finally, we show that it is possible to use vector-loaded, antigen-triggered human T cells as therapeutic, tumor-specific vector delivery cells in models of both local intratumoral and systemic delivery to both lung and liver metastases. This strategy incorporates multiple levels of targeting into the delivery system at the stages of surface targeting, viral production, and gene expression.